
The King of Maps: 
Philip Lee Phillip’s First Acquisition Trips 
In the Deep South 1903 and Europe 1905 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cheryl Fox is the LC Archives Specialist in the Manuscript Division.This presentation elaborates on her Philip Lee Phillips Society Occasional Paper,  The King of Maps: Philip Lee Phillips’ First Acquisition Trips in the Deep South 1903 and Europe 1905.  It is part of her ongoing research on international acquisition trips made by Librarian of Congress Herbert Putnam and other staff the early years of his tenure, 1899-1908.  Geography & Maps Chief Ralph Ehrenburg requested that I write this paper in order to bring to light Phillips’ early trips that are not well documented in the division’s records.  In this paper, I have consulted records, correspondence, invoices, and reports found in the LC Archives collection in the Manuscript Division to document Phillips’ interactions with the new Librarian of Congress, beginning in 1899, as he took steps to develop his professional career.  I also consulted secondary sources on Jews in the South, the Confederacy, Washington, DC during the Civil War, and biographies of Phillips family members to place Phillips’ story in the context of Jewish and Civil War history.  Ryan Moore helped me develop this part of my research into an essay and made many valuable suggestions along the way.  



The Hall of Maps & Charts was 
located in the first floor north 
curtain of the Thomas Jefferson 
Building, ca. 1900 

Founding Chief of the  
Geography & Maps 
Division 
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Philip Lee Phillips, youngest child of Philip and Eugenia Phillips, began to study law in 1874 at Columbian College in Washington, DC, as had his next oldest brother William Hallett Phillips (called Hallett).  Unlike his father and brother, Phillips never became a lawyer, but instead found a job at the Library of Congress.  Phillips’ father, a highly regarded lawyer and former Member of Congress, apparently reached an agreement with Librarian Ainsworth Spofford to give him a job with the salary paid by his father from 1875 to 1879.  He started as an assistant in the Cataloging Dept., but soon developed his great interest in the thousands of maps and charts stored in the Library’s quarters in the U.S. Capitol. By 1880, his salary was $1,800, and was increased to $2,000 in 1897, when the next Librarian of Congress John Russell Young promoted him to Superintendent of Maps & Charts.   The year brought Phillips both professional success and personal loss.  The new Library of Congress building was completed in 1897 making it possible to bring all the maps together in one place; Phillips and his assistants worked to sort, arrange, house, and describe them so they would be accessible to scholars and researchers. Librarian Young recognized Phillips’ achievement by naming him Superintendent of Maps & Charts, an affirmation of the expertise he developed by working with the cartographic collections for 20 years.    That same year, however, Phillips’ brother Hallett, a promising young attorney, was killed in a boating accident.  Since 1880, when Phillips’ father died, he and Hallett had lived with their mother.  Even as he grieved his brother’s loss, Phillips had to support his mother and take on responsibility as head of the household.These two photographs of the Library of Congress Map Division were taken around 1910 by the Levin C. Handy Co.  The Levin Handy collection in the Prints and Photograph Division holds approximately 10,000 images, many available online.  (loc.gov/pictures)



 1875 or 1876 - Hired by Librarian Spofford, $1,200 - $1,800 
 

 1897 – Superintendent of Maps & Charts by Librarian 
Young, $2,000 
 

 1900 – Chief of the Division of Maps & Charts by Librarian 
Putnam, $2,000 to $3,000 

Phillips’ Early Career Milestones 
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In 1898, John Russell Young died, just 18 months into his term as Librarian of Congress.  Although the future was uncertain, Phillips had made great strides in bringing the Maps & Charts department into order, having developed a classification scheme, new methods for storage and preservation, and compiling bibliographies of maps on various geographic locations.  Phillips wrote his first Annual Report on the “condition, management, and needs of the Hall of Maps and Charts.”  In it, he describes the number and types of maps, his classification system, the maps he wants to acquire, and collection strengths in Washington geography, and Revolutionary War era manuscript maps.Although Phillips’ later career, after 1899, is the most well known, it is important to recognize how much he had accomplished prior to that time.  From 1875 to 1899, Phillips was able to bring the Library’s dispersed cartographic materials together and envision how the Geography & Maps Division would be most widely beneficial to researcher, scholars, Congress and the Federal Government.
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President William McKinley appointed Herbert Putnam Librarian of Congress in 1899.  Putnam was a professional librarian, having directed both the Minneapolis Library and the Boston Public Library.  He was also past president of the American Library Association.   One of the first things Putnam did was to interview each member of the LC staff, and make notes of their education, professional achievements, and even the quality of their handwriting, speaking voice, and demeanor during their interview.  These pages from Putnam’s ledger document the interview he had with Philip Lee Phillips (p. 88) and Mrs. Ida L. Pifer (p. 89).  In contrast to many of his colleagues, Phillips did not have a college degree and his only work experience was at the Library.Putnam had especially high expectations for the chiefs of the divisions, which he wanted to be super specialists for researchers. Putnam sought specialists to work with scholars and advise Congress and the federal government, and to publish bibliographies and other guides.  Phillips, like Herbert Friedenwald Superintendent of the Manuscript Division, and Walter R. Whittlesey Superintendent of the Music Division, had been appointed Sept. 1897 by Librarian Young.  Friedenwald and Whittlesey earned $1,500 as superintendents, and managed their divisions only until Putnam could appoint scholars Worthington Chauncey Ford and Oscar Sonneck to be those division chiefs.  Phillips, who held no degree and had only worked at the Library, showed Putnam that he had developed expertise in geography in some twenty years of working with the Library’s map collection, not just in what the Library held, but in cartographic collections in general.  He had published bibliographies and other research aids, provided assistance to scholars, researchers, and Congress and the federal government.  Putnam’s hand-written ledger, opened to Philip Lee Phillips page, is found in the LC Archives Central File (box 167, In Service, Vita, 1899 April 5). 



Virginia cartography; a bibliographical 
description. 1896 
 

Value of maps in boundary disputes.  1897 
 

List of books relating to America in the Register 
of the London company of stationers, from 1562 
to 1638. 1897 
 

Guiana and Venezuela cartography. 1898 
 

List of books relating to Cuba. 1898 
 

Alaska and the northwest part of North 
America, 1588-1898.  1898 
 

Service to Congress and Scholars 
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Phillips compiled and wrote six important monographs between 1896 and 1898 that were published by the General Publishing Office.  By any standards, his bibliographies of maps were highly valuable.  Their value to Congress and the Federal Government, however, was immediate as the United States extended its influence across the continent and around the world.  Phillips had not, however, traveled on behalf of the Library or made acquisition trips.  Librarian Putnam knew such trips could bring unexpected opportunities to purchase things that bookseller would never need to advertise in a catalog or offer at auction.  He was also eager to take advantage of Congress’ mandate in that time period to build up the Library’s collections and allowed him to pay for travel from the acquisitions budget.  Even though Phillips did not travel until 1903, Putnam clearly believed in Phillips’ fitness as Chief of the Division.  Putnam set high standards for all his staff, and actively mentored Phillips, guiding him on how to meet those standards.Also in 1899, Phillips married Imogen Delalaye Hutchins, a native Washingtonian, the daughter of a shopkeeper.  Imogen’s mother was from Maryland.  Her father, Benedict Hutchins, had served in Union Army during Civil War and died in February 1891 .  Their only child, Mary Lee Phillips, was born February 9, 1910.   



 Philip Lee Phillips Papers, 1885-1921 - donated by John Jameson 
(son-in-law), 1982. 
 

 Wyse-Wickliffe-Phillips family papers, 1810-1894. 
Correspondence, journal, and other papers of Eugenia Levy 
Phillips (Mrs. Philip Phillips), C. A. Wickliffe, and Lt. Francis O. 
Wyse, and John M. Wyse, of Pikesville, Md. Purchased 1946. 
 

 P. Phillips family papers, 1832-1914 - Lawyer, state legislator, and 
United States representative from Alabama. Correspondence, 
letter books, legal record books, journals, dockets, notebooks, and 
an unpublished autobiography of P. Phillips, relating chiefly to 
the law practice of P. Phillips and his son, W. Hallet Phillips, both 
of whom practiced before the Supreme Court. Contains the 
writings of P. Phillips's wife, Eugenia, including her journal 
written while interned during the Civil War, and of her parents, 
Jacob Clavius Levy and Fanny Yates Levy.  Acquired via gift, 
deposit and purchase from Philip Lee Phillips, 1901-1917. 

Phillips Family Papers at LC 
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In addition to his contribution to the Geography & Maps Division, Phillips donated and sold important historical material to the Manuscript Division.  Phillips donated personal papers, his mother’s papers, his father’s papers, his brother Hallett's papers as well as numerous other Confederate items.  He clearly understood the significance of his own story and so his trip to the South, shortly after his marriage to Imogen Delayle Hutchins, was both a professional as well as a personally meaningful one. It’s possible also that Phillips wanted to show his new wife some of the cities in which he and his family had lived. To learn more about the Phillips family, there are three main manuscript collections, that were donated by Phillips and other family members, as well as by purchase. Other Phillips family manuscript collections can be found at University of North Carolina and the Gilder Lehrman Institute.  Eugenia evidently wrote several versions of her prison memoirs, one published version is Memoirs of American Jews, edited by Jacob Rader Marcus, 1955.  Also includes chapter from Philip Phillips Sr. journal.  More recently, David T. Morgan used Philip Phillips, Sr. and Eugenia Phillips writings for a chapter in Jews and the Civil War, 2010.



Southern Trip, 1903 
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It is possible that Phillips reluctance to travel on behalf of the Library was due to his discomfort in the presence of scholars or was related to depression.  One other factor was his mother’s advanced age.  Eugenia Levy Phillips died April 1, 1902.  By early 1903, Phillips accepted Putnam’s 1903 request that Phillips travel to “visit New Orleans and several places in Alabama including La Grange and Mobile, for the purpose of certain investigations and inquiries with reference to certain material of possible interest to your Division and any other portions of the Library.”The trip retraced his family’s journey when in 1861 and a young boy , they were forced to leave their home in Washington, DC, move to New Orleans, and then to La Grange and Mobile, Alabama, finally returning to DC in 1867.  Phillips brought both personal and professional experience to the trip.  Phillips’ family history and Civil War experience, his contacts in the South, and his understanding of the needs of the Library resulted in a very successful contribution to the Library’s Confederacy collections.    PLP family background: Phillips Sr. father was listed as foreign born, as was Eugenia’s mother.  Her father Jacob Clavius Levy traveled to Liverpool to marry his cousin, Fanny Yates, who lived until 1893.  Eugenia’s sister Phoebe Pember was a matron of the Confederate Hospital Chimborazo in Richmond during the war.  Phillips Sr.’s father, Aaron Phillips (originally Pfeifer) emigrated from Ansbach, in the German state of Bavaria.  He married Charleston native Caroline Lazarus in 1807.Phillips’ parents married in 1836 and moved from Mobile, Alabama to DC in 1853. Phillips Sr. was educated in Charleston and a military academy in Connecticut.  At age 18, he entered the Charleston, SC U.S. District Attorney office of John Gadsden.  He was involved in the unsuccessful Jewish Reform Movement, as promoted by Isaac Harby.   He set up his own law practice in 1828 and soon became involved in the Nullification crisis.  He opposed any action that would weaken the federal government; he was a Union party delegate to the Nullification Conventions of 1830s.  In 1834, he moved to Mobile, Ala. to continue to develop his legal career.  He married 16-year-old Eugenia Levy in Charleston in 1836.  In 1853, he was nominated by the Alabama Democratic Party to run for U.S. Congress and won the election.  Although he discouraged overt intervention by the federal government during the Kansas Nebraska Act debate to overturn the 1820 Missouri Compromise, he continued to be a strong Unionist and came to regret that the bill had led to Civil War.  He declined to run for a second term, but built upon his contacts and high reputation to build a highly respected legal career, and became one of the most highly regarded members of the D.C. Bar Association.The Levy and Phillips families both show how assimilated Jewish immigrants to the American South adopted Southern notions of gentility, honor and the role of women at home and in society.  Slaveholding was not common among southern Jews, but wealthy families purchased slaves as investment property and to be able to rise to the highest levels of southern gentility.  Eugenia was not alone in her loyalty to the Confederacy.  Other members of her family likened Union aggression to King George III’s efforts to prevent revolution.  Her sister Phoebe Yates Pember became matron of the Richmond hospital where hundreds of Confederate soldiers were treated during the war.  When Philip Phillips, Sr. moved the family to Mobile, Alabama, it increased his activity in legal and political circles, while decreasing his religious activity and identity as a Jew.   Philip Lee Phillips emulated his family’s embrace of white society as the primary identity.  By traveling to the cities where it had been forged, he self-consciously collected and documented his family’s war experience.



Eugenia Levy Phillips 

“In Prison” 
Three weeks in Greenhow’s Jail 

“The four prisoners of War 
inaugurated by Lincoln and his 
administration.” 
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Philip Lee Phillips, the youngest son and ninth child of Eugenia and Phillip Sr., was just five when Civil War broke out.  He was born in DC, unlike his siblings, who were born in Mobile Alabama, where Phillips father had launched a brief political career.   He was elected Member of the U.S. House of Representatives from Alabama's 1st district, but served just one term, from March 4, 1853 – March 3, 1855.  The family remained in DC so Phillips’ father could practice law and build a successful career.  The 1860 DC census shows that Phillips Sr. owned $15k of real estate and $20k of personal estate.  The family of 8 children included an Irish seamstress and an English tutor. The family was socially active among politicians and lawyers in DC, counting the Jefferson Davis family among their friends.  Other members of their social circle were Edwin M.  Stanton, Associate Supreme Court Justice James M. Wayne, and Maryland congressman Reverdy Johnson.    Phillips’ father was pro Union because he was convinced the Union would never allow the southern states to succeed. His mother Eugenia, on the other hand, was furious at the subjugation of American citizens by the Union Army.  Washington was surrounded by forts and filled with Union soldiers.  She soon came under suspicion because of her statements in defense of the Confederate States.Many prominent cabinet officials and members of Congress left Washington, DC with the outbreak of the Civil War, including many Phillips family friends.  Three members of the Phillips household eventually fought in the war; Phillips’ two eldest brothers, Eugene and John, enlisted in Alabama regiments.  Eugene enlisted on March 19, 1863, and became a midshipman in the Mobile Squadron of the CSA Navy, His brother John Walker, enlisted in May 1863 and served  in the 36th Alabama Infantry Regiment and promoted to Second Sergeant of the 8th Alabama Cavalry Regiment.  The family’s waiter, Augustus Dunbar, enlisted on October 6, 1864 with the U.S.  Colored Infantry, and served near Beaufort, SC.Eugenia certainly held views consistent with Washington, DC resident and known Confederate spy, Rose Greenhow - - the war  was a tyranny of the Abolitionist party.   Union soldiers entered the Phillips home, placed the family under house arrest and demanded Phillips’ fathers papers.  Eugenia, her sister and two daughters were taken prisoner and held in the attic of Rose Greenhow’s home for three weeks.  When they were finally released, the family was forced to leave Washington.



Visit to the 
Confederate Capital 

Folder 2, 1804-1862, Phillips and Myers Family Papers, 1804-1928 
Southern Historical Collection at the Louis Round Wilson Library, UNC 

“Next day we visited the President Jeff 
Davis, and I delivered my dispatches, 
much to his satisfaction.  It would take 
too much time to tell of our struggles in 
reaching our destination (New Orleans) 
which plan my Husband had selected to 
resume the practice of his Profession.  For 
he had no sympathy with the 
Confederacy, and determined to start in 
the support of his large family of nine 
children, although’ my two oldest boys 
had already joined the Army and one in 
the Navy - - they were 19 and 17 years of 
age.” 
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Phillips’s father was able to obtained a pass to allowed the family to cross Union lines.  He was also allowed to carry $5000 in gold, although the family had to sell all their furniture at a loss.   They took a train to Baltimore, and a steamer to Richmond. Upon reaching Richmond, they were welcomed by those in the Confederate capital. “Here was assembled a miniature Washington,” wrote Eugenia in her diary upon seeing many of her friends and acquaintances from Washington. In Richmond, Mrs. Jefferson Davis, Eugenia’s friend Varina invited her to call.  The Davis family had lived in Washington, D.C. for 15 years while serving in Congress; three of the Davis children were born in DC.   Historian Harry Simonhoff in his article “Spy for the Confederacy,” published in the Jewish Advocate, July 27, 1961, wrote that Rose Greenhow, under guard, tossed Eugenia a ball of yarn that she said had been left at her home.  It actually contained notes written on small pieces of paper intended for President of the Confederacy, Jefferson Davis.  This is consistent with her journal, in which she states the Confederal President Jefferson Davis, “. . . was well-pleased with my despatches [sic].” The family then traveled to Charleston, SC, where the families of Eugenia and Phillips’ father still lived.  Eugenia’s sister Phoebe Yates Levy Pember held the post of matron at Chimborazo Hospital in Richmond, Virginia, the largest Confederate hospital and later recorded her experiences in A Southern Woman’s Story.The Phillips family then set off for New Orleans, where they hoped Phillips Sr. could find work as an attorney.



Prisoner on Ship Island 
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Soon after their arrival in New Orleans, the city was captured by the Union Navy and General Benjamin Butler became Military Governor in charge of the city.  Union occupation forces under Gen. Butler faced the full wrath of the people of Charleston.  There was open hostility towards soldiers, especially from women, which prompted Butler to promulgate the so-called Woman Order:  “When any woman shall by word, gesture, or movement insult or show contempt for any officer or soldier of the United States, she shall be regarded as a woman of the town, plying her trade,” e.g. deserving of none of the courtesies shown toward women.  The order was not only an insult to women, but also left them vulnerable to disrespect and harsh treatment by the Union occupiers.  The Woman Order was also a humiliation to the men of the South, who could not protect their wives, daughters, mothers. As a result of her imprisonment in Washington, Eugenia’s reputation was well-known and she might have held her tongue.  But of Eugenia we can truly say, “She was warned. She was given an explanation. Nevertheless, she persisted.”  The disrespectful crowds that protested during the funeral for 22 year old Lt. George C. DeKay, son of U.S. Navy Commodore George DeKay, enraged Butler and the Union occupation.  Eugenia was not alone in her contempt or demonstration of her contempt for the occupying forces, but her previous imprisonment and her refusal to apologize or swear allegiance to the Union resulted in a Special Order by Gen. Butler, further slandering her reputation by declaring that she was not just a common woman,  but that she was to be regarded as an “uncommon, bad an dangerous woman, stirring up strife and inciting to riot,” necessitating her imprisonment on Ship Island, “until further notice.”  The photo is of Ship Island during the war.  On the right, “Bluebeard of New Orleans,” aka “Beast Butler,” is shown abusing southern womanhood.  Even John Bull, representing Great Britain looks on in outrage.  On the left is the document Eugenia had to sign following her release after three months from Ship Island, in which she admits being an “Enemy of the United States.”  



 
ACQUISITIONS: 
 

 Map of the siege of Vicksburg 
on wall paper published in 
Mobile, 1863  

 Manuscript letter “relating to 
the capture of General Grant, 
August 6, 1862” 

 The Daily Citizen, Vicksburg, 
June 13, 1863 

 The Daily Citizen, Vicksburg, 
June 18, 1863 (wall paper issue) 
 

Documenting the Confederacy 
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It would be hard to overstate the hardship of Eugenia’s imprisonment on Ship Island.  Her trip there by steamship took 36 hours, during which she was exposed to soldiers cursing, drinking, and rabblerousing.  It was perhaps not too much for her delicate sensibilities to observe this behavior, but the implicit threat to her safety must have been terrifying.  On the island, she and her maid lived in an empty shipping container, at first without any mosquito nets or furniture.  They received a soldier’s ration of food that needed to be prepared; Eugenia and her maid fell ill, but somehow made it through three months.  Both Eugenia and her husband wrote that she broke down upon returning home to her family.  Once again, the Phillips family was forced to leave Union territory and went to Mobile.  Phillips’ father and Eugenia had both refused to swear an allegiance to the U.S. (Union), so they could not stay under Union occupation.  Phillip's’ father was able to get a passport for the family from Gen. George F. Shepley to reach remaining Confederate territory. Phillips’ family returned to Mobile, where Phillips’ father had launched his brief political career.  Although he could have returned to Washington, D.C. when the war ended in 1865, Phillips’ father waited until 1867, when he was no longer required to swear an oath of allegiance in order to be permitted to resume his law practice.In 1903, Phillips and his wife Imogen traveled by train to New Orleans and Mobile, Alabama, retracing his family’s journey during the Civil War.  Phillips collected numerous items that documented Confederate life during the war, including several personal items.  The map of the Vicksburg siege demonstrates the shortages citizens faced.  Supply lines to the city were closed; with no paper left in the city, the publisher printed the map on paper made with whatever materials could be found.(Map of Vicksburg siege - https://lccn.loc.gov/99447423 )



ACQUISITIONS: 
 142 photographs taken during the 

war of Federal and Confederate 
generals in uniform 

 Four sheets of music published in 
the South during the war 

 The Daily Southern Crisis, Jackson, 
Mississippi, January 25, 1863 

 The Memphis Appeal, December 13, 
1862“ 

 “Acts and resolutions of the first 
session of the provisional congress 
of the Confederate States,”1861 

Documenting the Confederacy 
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Items such as sheet music published during the war show the resilience of the people in Confederate States, their ingenuity and determination to create and go on with life during the war.  He collected newspapers that were published and printed on whatever they could find, even wall paper. In New Orleans, Phillips stayed with his older brother John W. Phillips, who worked as an honorary consul to the Embassy of Japan.  He enlisted in the Confederate Army in 1860, at age 17, so did not live with the family during their stay in New Orleans.   John Walker, born 1843, in the 36th Alabama Infantry Regiment and promoted to Second Sergeant of the 8th Alabama Cavalry Regiment age 17. (Rosenberger, J. A. (1862) Beauregard Bull Run quick step. P. P. Werlein & Halsey, New Orleans. [Notated Music] Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200000659/)



William Beer, Howard Memorial Library 
New Orleans 
Exchange Partner 

“One of the great advantages of your list of maps                                                                           
is that I shall be able to know whether or not to report to you special finds.” 
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In addition to acquisitions, Putnam asked Phillips to meet with collectors, librarians and historians during his trip.  Librarian William Beer of the Public and Howard Libraries, with whom he had already exchanged publications, was an important contact for Phillips.  They might have discussed Beer’s extensive acquisition travel, his experience as a library administrator, and his knowledge as an authority on Louisiana history. Beer made a significant contribution to the city of New Orleans, Louisiana as librarian, collector of rare books and manuscripts, and author.  His collection of Louisiana maps, manuscripts, rare books and Louisiana ephemera is found in Tulane University Library’s Louisiana Special Collections.  (Portrait of Beer, Tulane University, Louisiana Collection – For internal use only, not to be reproduced)(Letter, Philip Lee Phillips Papers, Manuscript Division)



Inscription: In exchange from Howard 
Memorial Library 
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These are publications Beer commissioned, one the left, and on the right, a History of Jews in Louisiana, which notes that it was acquired by the Library of Congress via exchange from Howard Memorial Library.(History of the Jews in Louisiana - https://lccn.loc.gov/20020490)(Students of Louisiana History, printed for William Beer, Howard Memorial Library)



Gustav Cusachs 
Historian, Collector 

Cusachs bookplate from Law 
Library Rare Book Collection 
edition of Life of Hermann Remson, 
(Baltimore : Arthur B. Orton, 1855). 
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Phillips’ meetings with collectors and colleagues strengthened ties that resulted in acquisitions and valuable relationships for years to come.  Gaspar Cusachs, an early supporter of Louisiana State Museum, and collector of Louisiana Purchase material, owned historical maps, prints and material culture, including flags, medals and a drum in his private library/collection.   Cusachs’ bookplate is found in a Law Library rare book collection book titled The Life of Hermann Remson.  The auction catalog is found in the Library’s General Collection.  The portrait of Cusachs is found in the monograph Louisiana Historical Society Centennial Celebration of the Louisiana Transfer, December 1903, the volume acquired from the Howard Memorial Library . He sat for an interview, described his mission to collect historical material, and extolled the Library’s value to researchers.    



 
 
S.J. Shwartz, Collector 

Photo of Simon J. 
Shwartz,  History of 
the Jews of Louisiana, 
1903 

Maison Blanche department 
store, New Orleans, La. 
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1926 auction catalog, outstanding collection of books on Americana, NapolianaMet with Jacksoniana collector, S.J. Shwartz, proprietor of the Maison Blanche department store, prominent philanthropist and member of the Jewish community. (Portrait of Shwartz found in History of the Jews in Louisiana, https://lccn.loc.gov/20020490)(Auction catalog, https://lccn.loc.gov/42026240)(Photo of Maison Blanche department store found in Maison Blanche Department Stores, Edward J. Branley, 2011 -  https://lccn.loc.gov/2011929089)



Mobile, Alabama 
Mobile (Ala.) Times-Democrat,                  
March 6, 1903 

“I ought really to be a Mobilian, but your 
people sent my father, Phillip Phillips, to 
congress, and so I was born in Washington.” 
 

The Daily Register: Mobile 
Thursday, March 12, 1903 
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As Putnam directed all staff members to do, Phillips announced his trip in newspapers, and sat for interviews in New Orleans and Mobile.  He described his goals for the trip, the Library, and the collections in his care.  Articles on his trip appeared in the Mobile Daily Register and the Times-Democrat.  The Daily Register called him a “map specialist,” a title he used to modestly describe himself.   “I am a map specialist, possibly,” Phillips was quoted as saying, “and at any rate that special line interests me most.”  He described the cartographic collections at the Library and his new book, Maps of America.Phillips also visited with Also Rev. Archibald C. Harte, General Secretary of the YMCA.  The Mobile YMCA had a library and hosted local ALA conferences.(Newsclip The Daily Register: Mobile, Thursday, March 12, 1903)(Photo of Mobile - http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2004681772/ )
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In Mobile, Alabama, Phillips and his wife stayed with Mrs. Higley, possibly Gen. John Hunt Higley’s widow.He reported to the Mobile Daily Register that he had visited with Augusta Jane Evans Wilson, perhaps a family friend, but certainly someone who would honored his mother’s sacrifice and understand the hardship the Phillips family faced.  She donated a copy of her popular novel Macaria, that was printed during the war. Wilson was a well-known writer of novels extolling Southern womanhood and their sacrifices for the “Lost Cause.”  (Book, Macaria - https://lccn.loc.gov/04019548)(Photo of Augusta Jane Evans Wilson - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augusta_Jane_Evans)



Donated by Augusta 
Jane Evans Wilson 
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Augusta Jane Evans Wilson also donated Confederate General P.G.T. Beauregard’s copy of MacDougall’s Theory of War, which she said he carried with him throughout war.   Phillips acquired numerous photos, cartes-de-visites of Confederate and Union generals, such as General Beauregard, during his southern trip.  Items like these are important first-hand artifacts of the Civil War.   (Book Theory of War, https://lccn.loc.gov/03018449 )(Cartes-de-visite of Beauregard, http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2004668939/ )



 Lawyer and historian of the 
American South 

 Founder of  Iberville Historical 
Society 

 Iberville Historical Society erected 
a monument at the site in 1902 
during the celebration of the 200th 
anniversary of the founding of 
Mobile 

Peter J. Hamilton 
Historian 
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Also in Mobile, Phillips met with Judge Peter J. Hamilton, a bibliophile and historian, who inherited a large library of historical works from his grandfather.  Hamilton wrote several histories of the South, including Colonial Mobile: An Historical Study (1897), Early Southern Institutions (1898), The Colonization of the South (1904), The Reconstruction Period (1910), and Mobile of the Five Flags (1913).  (Portrait of Peter J. Hamilton found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_J._Hamilton)



Peter J. Hamilton 
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Collectors such as Hamilton, Cusachs and Shwartz might sell or donate materials to the Library, and could also be important sources to find other items of collections.  Perhaps Phillips and Judge Hamilton discussed Hamilton’s forthcoming publication on Mobile Bay.  Hamilton used historical maps and local probate records to determine location of Old Mobile. (Pamphlet, Peter J. Hamilton, “Was Mobile Bay the Bay of Spiritu Santo?,” https://lccn.loc.gov/05032106)



First Trip to 
Europe 
1905 
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All the success of his first trip bolstered Phillips’ confidence.  He had acquired significant materials for the Library’s collection and had seen first hand the value of personal contact with collectors, historians, and librarians. Phillips soon planned another trip, this time to Europe.  Putnam gave him the opportunity to travel not just on behalf of the Library, but also the ALA and U.S. Government as a delegate to the 1905 Exposition Universelle in Liège.  The information on this second acquisition trip in 1905 is less well documented than his 1903 trip, because no trip report such as Philips wrote for the 1903 trip, is available.  Perhaps Phillips didn’t write one, or perhaps we have not found it yet.  The trip chronology was compiled from Order Division documents and correspondence, the Philip Lee Phillips papers, the LC Archives Central File, and the Geography & Maps Division chron file; his proposed itinerary is found in the Maps Division records in the LC Archives.Above are two telegrams from Phillips’ colleagues wishing him a bon voyage and advising Phillips to “put into your trip all you have time to get out of it.”(Telegrams sent to Philip Lee Phillips found in Philip Lee Phillips papers, Manuscript Division)



July 13, 1905 
Boston to 
Liverpool aboard 
the Cymbric 
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Phillips, again traveling with his wife Imogen, set sail on July 13, 1905 from Boston to Liverpool.  Putnam wrote Phillips copious instructions for establishing contacts among publishers, book dealers, collectors and colleagues.  He wrote in a memo dated June 5, 1905 to Phillips:Representatives of the Library on foreign trips, “. . . Examine material, indicate to dealers what may be of interest to the Library, and where they feel reasonably confident that it will be, forward to Washington a report on it.”  In some cases immediate purchases could be made, but most needed to be cleared by the Order Division prior to purchase.  Selection of material for purchase will be only a fraction of the trips purpose: You will consider as important the examination of maps in institution that we may desire to be reproduced.  You will take pains to meet as many as possible of the specialists in cartography and to make yourself known to the higher officials of the various institutions that you visit, communicating to them information as to what the Library is and what it is interested to get, and indicating its desire to be of service to investigators in any part of the world.”Putnam also told Phillips to get catalogues from booksellers and ensure that the latest be sent to the Library.(Cymbric ship manifest found at Ancestry.com in records of Philip Lee Phillips)(Liverpool postcard ca. 1905 found at loc.gov/pictures, search "Cityscape prints--Color--1890-1900")



Ireland 
N. Massey, Cork 
Bookseller 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phillips spent late July and early August traveling throughout Great Britain.  In Ireland, he visited Dublin and Cork, where he visited the Nassau Massey bookshop.This ad for Massy is from The Bookseller, a book trade publication.  Notice Maggs Bros. ad at the top.  Maggs was a major source for LC collections.  Maggs and other large firms, could not only respond to LC requests, they knew what items would become available and would write or telegraph suggestions for what LC might want to acquire.(Postcard of Cork, ca. 1905 found at loc.gov/pictures, search "Cityscape prints--Color--1890-1900")(Massey ad in The Bookseller, found at HathiTrust.org)



 Glasgow 
 Edinburgh 

Scotland 

W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh 
Map Publisher 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Scotland, Philips visited the W. & A.K. Johnston map publishing firm in Edinburgh, and a rare book dealer, William Brown.  He then traveled to Glasgow where he visited the publishing and bookselling firm MacLehose.  Phillips arranged to purchase numerous maps from Johnston including railroad and bicycling maps of Great Britain.  (Map of Edinburgh published by W. & A.K. Johnston found at http://www.oldmaps.com/maps/World/default.asp)



 
 Liverpool 
 York 
 Manchester 
 Birmingham 
 

Northern 
England 

Eclectic Book Co., York 
Rare Book Dealer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phillips next traveled to cities in Northern England.  The proprietor of The Eclectic Book Co. in York sent this invoice to the Library, including a brief note that Phillips had visited and listing the two items that he purchased.  The two 18th century works on geography show that Phillips was determined to fill gaps in the G&M collection, specifically 18th century works on Geography.(Eclectic invoice found in LC Archives, Order Division Correspondence Files, Eclectic, 1905)(Postcard of York, England, ca. 1900, found at loc.gov/pictures, search "Cityscape prints--Color--1890-1900")



Baldwin’s 
Geography, 1794 
“profusely 
illustrated, thick 
folio” 

Cluveri, 1711 
“allegorical 
frontispiece”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the title pages and illustrations from the two books Phillips purchased at Eclectic. The Baldwin’s geography, the book shop noted, was a “profusely illustrated, thick folio,”  and the Cluveri geography’s “allegorical frontispiece.”(Details from Baldwin’s and Cluveri’s geographies found at http://www.oldmaps.com/maps/World/default.asp)



E. G. Allen, London 
Book Agent 

“A few items am sending by 
Allen in next installment 
which have paid cash.  
Please hand to Mr. Welti 
until my return. 
Yours, P.L.P.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a postcard Phillips sent from London to LC, noting that the packages he sent via E.G. Allen book agent should be handed to Mr. Welti, that is Oswald Welti, his chief assistant in the G&M division.  Book agents, such as E.G. Allen in London, facilitated book sales from other bookshops, and often compiled materials that had been purchased from various sources to be sent to the Library.  (Photo of Oswald Welti cropped portrait from Library of Congress senior staff, 1905, http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/cph.3a09305)(Postcard from Philip Lee Phillips to Order Division, 1905, found in LC Archives, Order Division Correspondence Files, Allen, 1905)



Library of Congress Senior Staff, 1914 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The photo of Welti is from this 1914 photo of Library of Congress Senior Staff. G&M assistant Oswald Welti replaced Philip Lee Phillips in the photo, as Phillips was on leave due to depression



U. Maggs Bookseller, London 
Bookseller 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an add for U. Maggs Bookseller, and a contemporary photo of one of the many bookstore-lined streets in London.  The Library of Congress purchased many items from Maggs, one of the larger London booksellers.  Maggs was founded in the 1850’s, by Uriah Maggs.  He transformed his general stations shop into specialist bookdealer by 1870 at 159 Church Street in London.  His four sons Benjamin, Henry, Charles and Ernest, worked at the shop and took over the business in 1894, forming Maggs Bros. Bookseller.  The 1890s until the First World War saw rapid expansion for the rare book trade as British and European aristocracy were forced to sell private libraries to raise cash.  Wealthy American collectors including J.P. Morgan and Henry Huntington bought thousands of these books for their own collections.  Librarian of Congress Herbert Putnam knew that the only way to compete for rare books, manuscripts and maps was to travel in person to visit and purchase what the Library needed.    (Ad found in Library Journal, HathiTrust.org)(Photo of London street found at loc.gov/pictures, search "Cityscape prints--Color--1890-1900")



Wilfred Voynich 
Rare Book Dealer 

“Wilfrid Michael Voynich remains, without exception, the most remarkable and 
unforgettable personality I have known in all my long career.” Millicent Sowerby, Rare 
People and Rare Books, 1967. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also in London, one infamous book dealer, Wilfred Voynich, sold Phillips the 1640 Portolano of the Mediterranean Sea, by Giovanni Battista Cavalli.  It is backed with oak covers.  Although the caption in the Occasional Paper says it was purchased from E.G. Allen, based on the invoices, I believe it was purchased by Phillips at Voynich and delivered to Allen to be shipped to the Library.Milicent Sowerby, who compiled the Library of Congress’ published catalog of Thomas Jefferson’s Library, devotes many pages of her memoir, Rare People, Rare People to Voynich.  This is the same Wilfred Voynich who purchased the curious codex now known as the “Voynich Manuscript.”



 Hamburg 
 Leipzig 

Northern Germany 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phillips moved on to the Northern German cities of Hamburg and Leipzig.  In each of the cities he visited, Phillips visited used bookstores to request any catalogs they might have published, and ask to be sent any future catalogs.  (postcard ca. 1905 of Leipzig found at loc.gov/pictures, search "Cityscape prints--Color--1890-1900")



Friederichsen & Co., Hamburg 
Map Publisher 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phillips ordered numerous items from Friederichsen & Col. map publisher in Hamburg.  Librarian Herbert Putnam earlier visited Friederichsen, and was offered the unexpected opportunity to purchase the Vopel Armillary sphere.  (Invoice, Order Division Correspondence Files, Friederichsen, 1905)(For more information on the Vopel Armillary Sphere - https://www.loc.gov/rr/geogmap/guide/gmillgtm.html)



Southern Germany 

• Munich 
• Stuttgart 

Southern Germany 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phillips moved on to southern Germany, visiting Stuttgart and Munich.(Munich ca. 1900 found at loc.gov/pictures, search "Cityscape prints--Color--1890-1900")



Rosenthal 
Munich, Germany 
Antiquariat 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Munich he purchased the 1508 map by Ruysch, shown here, from Rosenthal.  The letter from Rosenthal, dated June 9, 1905,  makes note of Phillips’ visit and that he had inspected the map and “found it satisfactory.”  The photo shows Jacques Rosenthal, proprietor, and Leo Olschki, an editor and publisher from Florence.(Photo of Jacques Rosenthal and Leo Olschki https://www.ilab.org/eng/documentation/222-the_life_of_bernard_m__rosenthal.html)(Letter from Rosenthal to Library of Congress Order Division, Order Division Correspondence Files, 1905)(For more information on the Universalior cogniti orbis tabula, John Ruysch, 1508 - http://www.loc.gov/rr/geogmap/guide/gmillatl.html)



 
 The Hague 
 

 

Netherlands 

Martinius Nijhoff 
Bookseller 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phillips next traveled to the Netherlands, where he stopped in at Martinius Nijhoff Bookseller, which was a major source of acquisitions for the Library.  Here he purchased numerous new and antique maps of the Netherlands and their colonies throughout the world, including Guyana, Suriname and Aruba in the Western hemisphere.  (The Hague ca. 1900 postcard found  at loc.gov/pictures, search "Cityscape prints--Color--1890-1900")(Martinius Nijhoff ad, Library Journal, found on HathiTrust.org)



Paris,  France 

Em. Terquem 
Book Agent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On to France, Phillips stopped in at Emil Terquem, the Library’s book agent in Paris.  (Paris ca. 1900 postcard found at loc.gov/pictures, search "Cityscape prints--Color--1890-1900")(Terquem ad, Library Journal, found on HathiTrust.org)



Exposition Universelle 
Liege, Belgium 
Professional Meeting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In August, Phillips traveled to Liège, Belgium to visit the 1905 Exposition Universelle.  The announcement that Phillips was to represent ALA and the United States at the Exposition is found in the ALA Library Journal.   In the Order Division Correspondence File, Herbert Putnam’s instructions to Phillips that he attend as Chief of the Maps Division and a representative of the ALA to the Exposition, are found.  Another delegate to the exposition was Charles Gayley, professor at University of California, Berkley, who proposed that bureaus to reproduce manuscripts, maps, etc. be founded in the United States.Putnam wrote to Phillips on August 9, 1905:“At Liège you will not be merely the representative of the Library and the (U.S.) Government, but one of two representatives of the American Library Association . . . Prof. [Charles] Gayley will be your colleague at the Congress.  As such he will, of course, be entitled to courtesy and consideration  on your part.  He knows about his project and you do not.  But you are not there primarily to promote that project or to secure what he desires - - an expression from the Congress in commendation of it.  . . .  Your interest primarily is, however, in behalf of this Library and the Government.  You will be supposed to meet as many as possible of the people there, to advertise your presence there in every legitimate way, and to attend the conference for the sake of being visible at them, even though they do not interest you particularly . . . (Phillips Exposition State Department credential, Philip Lee Phillips Papers, Manuscript Division)(Exposition postcard and poster - https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exposition_universelle_de_Li%C3%A8ge_de_1905)



 Venice 
 Naples 
 Milan 
 Rome 

Southern Europe 

Nardecchia, Rome 
Book Agent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, Phillips traveled to Southern Europe.  He visited the Nardecchia Libreria bookstore in Rome, and perhaps spent some time plying the canals of Venice with his wife Imogen.(Venice ca. 1900 postcard found at loc.gov/pictures, search "Cityscape prints--Color--1890-1900")(Nardecchia storefront - http://www.nardecchia.it/)



“The King of Maps             
is Philip Lee Phillips” 

Washington Post, August 13, 1905 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phillips and his wife Imogen set sail from Milan for New York.  Just before Phillips returned home, an article about him and the Library’s map collections appeared in the Washington Post, declaring Phillips was the “King of Maps.”  Phillips’ first European trip was not without its difficulties, but was overall a personal success, and a success for the Library of Congress.  He acquired numerous rare maps, filling in areas where the G&M collection had been weak, and set up relationships with bookstores, agents, publishers and others to learn about and to acquire numerous items and collections.  Phillips made other acquisition trips, but perhaps none was more important than these two, in 1903 and 1905, in that Phillips developed his skills as a high-ranking Library of Congress official by making them.  His success was also critical to Librarian Putnam’s ability to continue to broaden the influence of the Library of Congress and successfully lobby for additional appropriations to build collections and undertake new initiatives.
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